Let K be a spherically complete field with a non-Archimedean valuation. We define a new version of K−amenability for discrete groups and show that the Banach K−algebra l 1 (G) is amenable iff G is K−amenable in our sense.
Introduction
A Banach algebra A is called amenable if for any A−bimodule X every continious derivation with values in X * is inner. The term "amenable" is justified by B. Johnson's theorem: A locally compact group G is amenable iff the group algebra L 1 (G) is amenable. The aim of this paper is to prove a counterpart of Johnson's theorem in the non-Archimedean case for discrete groups.
The notion of amenability for Banach algebras was intoduced by B.Johnson [7] in 1972. A number of homological characterizations of amenable Banach algebras were obtained by Helemskii and Sheinberg [5] in 1979.
Let K be a spherically complete field with a non-Archimedean valuation, and G be a locally compact group. Amenable algebras over K are defined in the same way as amenable algebras over C (see below for details). On the other hand, the traditional definition of an amenable group in terms of invariant means cannot be transferred verbatim from the classical case. A possible way to define a K−amenable group was suggested by W.Schikhof in [11] . He also obtained a characterization of K−amenable groups in structure terms. However, the amenability of l 1 (G) is not equivalent to the Schikhof K−amenability of G even in the case where G is finite. For example, if K = Q p , then Z/pZ is not Schikhof K−amenable, while l 1 (Z/pZ) is a amenable algebra (see Section 3 for details).
In this paper we give an alternative definition of K−amenability for discrete groups, namely Johnson amenability (see Definition 4 below).
Similarly to Schikhof K−amenability, Johnson amenability reduces to the classical one when we replace K by C. Our main result states that l 1 (G) is amenable iff G is Johnson K−amenable.
Preliminaries
For basic notions of non-Archimedean functional analysis we refer to [8] and [10] . Unless otherwise specified, we let K be a spherically complete field with a non-Archimedean valuation.
Preliminaries from relative homology theory of Banach algebras
We refer to [4] for basic notions in the homology theory of Banach algebras over C. Most definitions of this theory make sense for Banach algebras over K. For the reader's convenience, we recall some definitions below.
Let A be any Banach algebra over K. All A−modules that we consider in the present paper are Banach A−modules, so for simplicity we always write "A−module" for "Banach A−module". If E and F are Banach spaces, then E ⊗ F stands for their completed tensor product ( [10, chapter 4] . If M is a right A−module and N is a left A−module, then M ⊗ A N stands for their A−module tensor product, i.e., the quotient (M ⊗ N )/J, where J is the closed linear span of all elements of the form m · a ⊗ n − m ⊗ a · n (m ∈ M, n ∈ N , and a ∈ A). Let A + denote the unitization of A. If A is unital, then each unital A−bimodule can be regarded as an A e −module, where A e = A ⊗ A op and A op is the algebra opposite to A. 2. For any A−bimodule X, every continious derivation of A with values in X * is inner (i.e., for any derivation D there exists an element a ∈ A such that for all x ∈ X * we have D(x) = ax − xa).
3.
A is flat as an A−bimodule and has a bounded approximate identity.
4. I ∆ has a right bounded approximate identity.
There is a virtual diagonal in (A ⊗ A op ) * * , i.e., an element m ∈ (A ⊗ A op ) * * such that for any a ∈ A we have
Proposition 2. If M is an injective module and ϕ : M → N is an admissible monomorphism, then ϕ has a left inverse A−module morphism. The proof of the next proposition is also almost the same as in the Archimedean case, but for the convenience of the reader we will give it. Proof. From Propositions 2 and 3 we see that conditions (2) , (3) and (4) are equivalent.
(2) ⇒ (1) : Let ρ be a right inverse morphism to i * . Then ρ * : A * * + → I * * is a left A−module morphism and ρ * (a) = a for all a ∈ I * * . Let e = ρ * (e), where e is the identity in A + ⊂ A * * + . By Goldstine's theorem ([8, Corollary 7.4.8]), there exists a bounded net e ν that converges tô e in the weak * topology. For any a ∈ A the multiplication by a is continuous on I * * in the weak * topology. Hence the net a · e ν converges to a ·ê = a · ρ * (e) = ρ * (a · e) = ρ * (a). If a ∈ I ⊂ I * * , then ρ * (a) = a. So e ν is a weak right bounded approximate idenitity in I. By [1, §11, Proposition 4], I has a right bounded approximate identity.
(1) ⇒ (4) is a corollary from [4, Theorem VII.1.5].
Preliminaries from Hopf algebra theory
Let us recall some definitions and facts on Hopf Banach algebras. For details, see [2] (for the algebraic case), [9, Section 2] (for Hopf Banach algebras) and [3] (for non-Archimedean Hopf Banach algebras) Definition 3. A Hopf Banach algebra is a unital Banach K−algebra A together with algebra homomorphisms
and an algebra antihomomorphism
such that the following diagrams are commutative:
where m : A ⊗ A → A is the algebra multiplication, ν : K → A is defined by 1 → 1 A , id A is the identity morphism, r A : A ⊗ K → A and l A : K ⊗ A → A are the isomorphims defined by a ⊗ 1 → a and 1 ⊗ a → a, respectively (a ∈ A).
Consider the algebra morphism E : A → A e , E = (1 ⊗ S)∆. It defines a right A−module structure on A e by u · a = uE(a) (u ∈ A e , a ∈ A). We denote this module by A e E . Thus A e E is an A e -A−bimodule with respect to the left action of A e given by multiplication. We also consider K as a left A−module via ε. 
Results
Let G be a discrete group, and let l(G) = l 1 (G) denote the space of all K−valued functions on G that vanish at infinity. Each such function f can be uniquely decomposed as f = g∈G α g δ g with α g ∈ K, where δ g is the function which is 1 at g and 0 elsewhere. In what follows, we often identify δ g with g. It is well known that l(G) is a Banach space with respect to the norm f = max|α g |. Moreover, l(G) is a Banach algebra under convolution, since
Observe that δ e is the identity in l(G). Let I 0 be the ideal of functions f = g α g g such that g∈G α g = 0. We denote by ½ the function that is identically 1 on G.
We can define a left action of
It is easy to see that l(G) has a Hopf Banach algebra structure uniquely determined by
.
Definition 4.
We say that the group G is Johnson K−amenable if there exists a left-invariant m ∈ (l ∞ (G)) * (i.e., m(g · f ) = m(f ) for any g ∈ G and f ∈ l ∞ (G)) such that m(½) = 0.
Observe that if we replace K by C, then the Johnson amenability of G is equivalent to the usual amenability. Indeed, take the measure on G associated with m, and consider the functional associated with the variation of this measure. The resulting functional |m| is clearly positive, left invariant, and |m|(½) = 0. Hence |m|/(|m|½) is a left invariant mean.
Lemma 2. Let A be a Hopf Banach algebra. There is a morphism of left A e −modules y :
uniquely determined by
Proof. Let Y : A e × A * * → (A e ) * * be the bilinear mapping defined by
Let us prove that Y defines a mapping A e E ⊗ A A * * → (A e ) * * . It is sufficient to show that E * * (cβ) = E(c)E * * (β) (c ∈ A, β ∈ A * * ).
We clearly have
Hence it is sufficient to prove that
We have
and E * (ϕ·E(c))(a) = (ϕ·E(c))(E(a)) = ϕ(E(c)E(a)) = ϕ(E(ca)) (a ∈ A).
This implies (1), which in turn implies that Y induces a continuous linear map y. Clearly, y is a left A e −module morphism.
Proof. Suppose l(G) is amenable. By Propositions 3 and 4, K ∼ = K * is injective as a right l(G)−module. So Proposition 2 implies that the mapping K ֒→ l ∞ (G) defined by 1 → ½ has a left inverse l(G)−module
for each ϕ ∈ l ∞ (G), i.e., the functional f is left invariant. Clearly,
To prove that l(G) is amenable, it is sufficient to construct a mor-
Indeed, if d satisfies the above conditions, then d(δ e ) is a virtual diagonal, so l(G) is an amenable algebra by Proposition 1.
Consider the image of z under the functor l(G) e E ⊗ l(G) (−):
By Lemma 1 we have a left l(G) e -module isomorphism
be the morphism constructed in Lemma 2. Hence we obtain a morphism
Let ν and ε denote the unit and the counit of l(G), respectively. We have
This clearly implies that π * * 0 (d(δ e ))·a = a·π * * 0 (d(δ e )) = a for all a ∈ l(G), whence d(δ e ) is a virtual diagonal. This completes the proof.
In conclusion, let us say a few words about amenability in the sense of Schikhof. In [11] , Schikhof gave the following definition. To avoid confusion, we say that G is Schikhof K−amenable if it is K−amenable in the sense of Definition 5. Schikhof have shown that the group G is Schikhof K−amenable iff it satisfies the follwing conditions: The following result is in fact contained in Schikhof's proof of the above criterion.
Theorem 2 (Schikhof). A discrete group G is Johnson K−amenable iff it satisfies condition 1.
Observe that Schikhof amenability is a stronger condition than Johnson amenability. For example, if K = Q p and G = Z/pZ, then G satisfies condition 1 but does not satisfy condition 2.
